Group communication provides one-to-many communication primitives that simplify the development of highly available services. Despite advances in research and numerous prototypes, group communication stays confined to small niches. To facilitate the acceptance of group communication by a larger community, a new specification and API, called JMSGroups, based on the popular Java Message Service (JMS) has previously been presented.

As a follow-up, this paper focuses on the architectural issues of the JMSGroups implementation. Two main architecture types have been considered for JMSGroups: 1) a centralized server architecture and 2) a non-centralized architecture. The centralized server architecture is similar to the one used by JMS. In such an architecture the GC service is provided by a separate middleware entity (the server). The group members are the clients communicating with each other through the server. The second architecture type is the classical GC model, without a central entity. Each group member has a GC layer which is responsible for group communication. The non-centralized architecture has been well studied in the group communication context [3, 9, 7, 14, 8, 5, 4] and will not be further developed in this paper. Rather, our discussion will focus on the centralized server architecture.

The JMSGroups centralized server architecture can be implemented by modifying the existing JMS server, i.e., by extending it to provide a GC service in addition to the JMS. The specification of such a modification was presented in [1]. However, since the server is a communication hub for all its clients it becomes a single point of failure in the system. The crash of the server blocks the entire system. Since GC is used to provide fault-tolerance to the application, a single point of failure in its architecture is not acceptable. Therefore, the JMS server used for the implementation of JMSGroups must be fault tolerant, i.e., replicated.

For the sake of clarity, the presentation of the JMSGroups architectural issues is divided into two parts. The
first part focuses on the architecture of a replicated JMS server, in order to remove a single point of failure in the system (but without providing a group communication service yet). Different replicated architecture options are presented and compared. Then, by using the replicated JMS server architecture as a base, the second part presents the modifications that are needed to implement the JMSGroups server (and thus provide a group communication service in the JMS-based system).

The detailed paper structure is the following: Section 2 gives a very brief introduction on JMS and Section 3 presents the GC system models we will consider. The contribution of the paper lies mainly in Sections 4 and 5. Section 4 presents the architecture types for the fault tolerant JMS server, whereas Section 5 analyzes how the replicated JMS server should be modified to provide a group communication service. Performance comparison between the different architecture types is given in Section 6. Related work is then presented in Section 7 and finally Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Java Message Service

2.1. The architecture

The Java Message Service (JMS) [6] is a part of Sun Microsystems’s Java 2 Enterprise Edition [12]; it is a set of interfaces and associated semantics that govern the access to messaging systems. The basic architecture is shown in Figure 1. As a central part of the architecture is the JMS server, which generally acts as a hub for all communications, and has access to stable storage. The clients communicate by exchanging messages which are relayed by the server.

The client side communication entities are strictly defined in the JMS specification. This is however not the case for the communication entities on the server side. The JMS specification does not define how the server should be implemented, but rather defines the interfaces and services that the JMS infrastructure must provide. The JMS server providers thus have a large freedom in implementing the server. To generalize, we however assume that the server side communication entity can be represented as a single client context entity or simply a context (see Figure 2). For every client connected to the server, an individual context is created. It contains all the necessary information about the client’s communication with the server, such as the queues of messages received from and to be sent to the client, as well as other connection related information. The major part of the JMS server state consists of the clients’ contexts, and the major part of the processing the server does is spent managing these contexts.

![Figure 2. JMS client-server communication.](image)

Figure 2 shows the very basic client-server communication. In JMS only the clients are message producers and consumers, i.e., a JMS server does not produce or consume messages\(^1\). Furthermore, sending messages in JMS is blocking: whenever the client application sends a message, the application is blocked until the message is received by the server and an acknowledgement is sent back (dashed line in Figure 2).

2.2. JMS communication paradigms

Two communication paradigms are defined in the JMS specification: point-to-point and publish-subscribe. In point-to-point messaging, a message is sent by a JMS client to a specified message queue, from which it is extracted (received) by another JMS client. Hence, the message sent to a message queue is received by only one client. In contrast, publish-subscribe messaging provides one-to-many communication and is based on the concept of topics: a message published by a JMS client to a topic is received by all JMS clients that have subscribed to that topic. Note that the publisher does not know the set of subscribers. Since this paper focuses on group communication (one-to-many communication) using JMS, we will consider only the JMS publish-subscribe paradigm.

\(^1\)Here we mean the application level messages.
Furthermore, JMS specifies two types of subscriptions to a topic: non-durable and durable. Consider a topic to which a client has subscribed. With a non-durable subscription the client receives messages published to the topic as long as its connection to the server is active. The connection can break (i.e., become inactive), for example because of a link failure, or because of the crash of the client. Messages published after the connection is broken are not guaranteed to be received by the client.\(^2\) In contrast, durable subscriptions mask these failures. Indeed, the client is ensured to receive all messages that have been published to the topic it has subscribed to, even if its connection is not permanently active. During the periods when a client with durable subscription is not connected, JMS server keeps the messages for it and dispatches them as soon as the client subscribes again. In this paper, we only consider durable subscriptions to a topic (which are required in order to be able to provide the GC message delivery guarantees).

### 2.3. JMS message delivery requirements

The JMS specification [6] also defines the order of message delivery on the clients. Essentially, JMS guarantees FIFO ordering on messages that are sent between two client sessions: messages that are sent by a session must be received in the order in which they were sent.\(^3\) However, JMS does not define the order of message receipt across several clients (the message delivery order can be \(m_1, m_2\) on one client session and \(m_2, m_1\) on another one if the senders of \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) aren’t the same).

Finally, the JMS specification does not allow duplicate delivery of the acknowledged messages, with one exception: if a failure occurs between sending a message to a consumer and receiving the acknowledgment from it, the message can be redelivered (as it is not clear if the consumer delivered the message or not). Only the last message delivered by a consumer is subject to this ambiguity. This ambiguity will be illustrated later in the paper.

### 3. Group communication system models

The previous section shortly presented JMS. In order to present the architecture of a replicated JMS server (to which the group communication service will later be added), we need to define the system models that we consider. The following system models, originally defined in the context of group communication, also apply to the replicated JMS server architecture.

Group communication provides one-to-many communication primitives to a set of processes organized in a group. Groups can be classified into two categories: static and dynamic groups. In the case of a static group, all processes are started at system initialization. Furthermore, the group membership remains unchanged during the lifetime of the system. Processes that crash cannot be replaced by new processes.

In a dynamic group, processes can join and leave the group. The group membership can thus evolve during the lifetime of the system. Moreover, processes can start at any time (i.e., even after the system initialization) and can invoke a join operation to join an ongoing computation. In the dynamic group model, processes that have crashed can be replaced by new processes.

The classification into static or dynamic group category captures one dimension of the group communication system model. The second dimension relates to access to stable storage. In a system where processes do not have access to stable storage, a process crash results in the loss of the process’ state (which is stored in volatile storage). In such a case, processes are said not to recover after a crash. We call this model the crash-stop failure model: a process that crashes never recovers (at least not with the same identity).

If the processes have access to stable storage, they can periodically save their state. This in turn allows a process to recover after a crash, by using the most recently saved state. This model is called the crash-recovery failure model: a process that crashes eventually recovers.

These two dimensions (the membership and failure models) lead to four different system models. Two of these system models will be considered later in this paper: (1) the static membership system with process recovery and (2) the dynamic membership system without process recovery. Both models can be used for replication: model (1) is used when the set of replicas does not change over time (in which case it is essential for a replica to be able to recover in case of a crash) and model (2) is used when replicas do not recover after a crash (in which case it is essential to be able to add new replicas to replace the crashed ones).

### 4. Fault tolerant JMS server architecture

As stated in the introduction our goal is to build a JMS compliant group communication service. The service must be as close as possible semantically and in terms of the interface to the JMS. It is possible to build such a service by internally modifying an existing JMS server and adding GC as an additional service. However, to implement JMS compliant group communication, a fault-tolerant JMS server is needed.
Fault tolerance is achieved through replication and in this section we present the architecture for a replicated JMS server. Note that here we talk about “pure” JMS, i.e., without a group communication service. The architecture we present below can be applied to any JMS server to render it fault tolerant. Understanding the replicated JMS server architecture will allow us to introduce the changes needed to provide a group communication service; we discuss these changes in Section 5.

A typical example of a replicated JMS server architecture is shown in Figure 3. The JMS server consists of three replicas \( \{S_1, S_2, S_3\} \). Six clients \( \{C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6\} \) are connected to the different server replicas. The server contains a replicated topic \( T \), i.e., each server replica hosts a replica of \( T \). The clients can connect to the topic as publishers or subscribers, or both. In our example client \( C_5 \) is a publisher, and the rest are subscribers to \( T \). When \( C_5 \) publishes a message \( m \) to the topic, the message is first received by the server replica \( S_3 \). \( S_3 \) then sends (broadcasts) the message to the server replicas, so that every replica receives it. When all server replicas have received \( m \) it can be dispatched to the subscribers of \( T \).

![Figure 3. Replicated JMS server.](image)

The JMS server replication should not influence the properties of the client communication channel (the channel between the server replica and the clients connected to it). We assume that this channel satisfies reliable FIFO message delivery requirements. We also assume that server replicas process the messages in sequential order, i.e., do not reorder them. These assumptions will remain valid throughout the paper.

As already mentioned, when the JMS client connects to the server, a client context for that connection is created on the server (see Figure 2). Depending on how the client context is managed on the replicated server we distinguish two JMS server replication types: (1) server replication with non-replicated context and (2) server replication with replicated context. In case (1), which is illustrated in Figure 4(a), a single client context is created on the server replica when the client connects to it, i.e., this context is not replicated on the other server replicas. Thus the server replicas do not hold any state related to the contexts managed by the other replicas. On the contrary, in case (2), illustrated in Figure 4(b), each client’s context is replicated on all server replicas and their state is kept consistent. These two JMS server replication types are presented in detail in the following paragraphs.

### 4.1. Non-replicated context

In JMS server replication with non-replicated context, each client chooses one server replica to connect to and receives the requested messaging service from it. The client context is created only on the server replica to which the client connects, and it is not shared between the other server replicas. Thus each server replica hosts only a subset of the client contexts in the system (see Figure 4(a)).

The problem of such an architecture is that, in the case of a server replica crash, the clients of the crashed replica cannot connect to the other server replicas as those do not have the sufficient information to restore the clients’ context. Therefore, the clients of the crashed server replica are isolated from the whole system. The solution to this problem is the recovery of the crashed server replica. After the recovery, the clients can reconnect to the same server replica and continue to receive the service. Stable storage must be used on the server replica to prevent the context loss in case of a crash. Server replica recovery and stable storage are not specific requirements for the replicated JMS server as they are defined in the JMS specification.

In the crash-recovery failure model, the crashed server replicas are not removed from the group (they recover with the same identity). Therefore, the static group membership model can be used for the JMS server replication with non-replicated context.

As stated above, in server replication with non-replicated context a server replica is responsible only for the subset of the clients connected to it. In the case of a server replica crash this subset is isolated from the rest of the system. However, the clients connected to the non-crashed server replicas still have access to the service, i.e., only part of the system is not functioning. The other part is still operational and can produce and consume messages (which is not the case in a single server architecture). Therefore, the overall server state changes even when there is a crashed replica. This poses a problem to the durable subscribers.

Durable subscription requires to deliver even those messages which were produced when the subscriber was not connected to the server. Consequently, in server replication
with non-replicated context, the durable subscribers connected to the server replica which crashed and recovered, must also receive the messages produced during the down time of the replica. To solve this problem, the non-crashed replicas have to store part of the system state on behalf of the crashed replicas until they recover. This state consists of the messages addressed to the crashed replica, which were produced between the crash and the recovery.

The other problem is the message delivery order between the clients of a replicated JMS server. As mentioned in Section 2.3, JMS requires FIFO message delivery. We will show that to ensure FIFO order between the clients, a reliable FIFO broadcast primitive is sufficient for communication between the server replicas (the server communication channel).

**Lemma 1.** For server replication with non-replicated context, reliable FIFO message delivery is sufficient between the server replicas to provide the reliable FIFO message delivery order between the clients.

**Proof.** To deliver the messages between the clients both communication channels in the system are used: the client channel and the server channel (the communication channel between the server replicas). For each client, a separate client communication channel connects the client to a server replica and as defined earlier, this channel satisfies the reliable FIFO message delivery property. Also, we assume that server replicas do not lose messages and process them in sequential order, i.e., do not reorder them. Thus, the communication primitive between the server replicas must preserve the FIFO message order it receives from the client communication channel. For that, a FIFO communication primitive is enough. In addition, this primitive must be reliable in order not to lose any messages between the server replicas. □

**4.2. Replicated context**

In the server replication with replicated context architecture, each client connects to one of the server replicas and receives the messaging service it requests from that replica. Here, in contrast to the previous solution, each client context is replicated on all server replicas and its replica state is kept consistent during the system execution (see Figure 4(b)). As the JMS client connects and interacts with a single server replica, its context on that replica is called active (shown with color filling and shadow in Figure 4(b)). The same client’s contexts on the other server replicas are not active (shown with dashed line in Figure 4(b)), but their state is kept up to date with the active one. This is similar to primary-backup replication.

In the case of a server replica failure, all the clients connected to that replica are automatically reconnected to another non-failed server replica and continue getting the messaging service. When the client reconnects to another server replica, its context on that replica becomes active. The reconnection is done automatically without any user intervention.

Due to the replicated context and the client reconnection mechanism, the clients connected to a given server replica do not lose the service when this replica crashes. In other words, unlike in the non-replicated context solution, a server replica crash does not render part of the system non-operational. Therefore, the recovery of a crashed server replica is not as crucial as before. Moreover, if there are enough non-crashed server replicas, the service continues to be provided to the whole system, even if the crashed replicas do not recover. This allows a different failure model to be used for the server. Instead of the crash-recovery model required by the non-replicated context, the crash-stop model can be used for the server replicas. In the crash-stop model the crashed replicas do not recover and are removed from the group.\(^4\)

\(^4\)In fact, a server replica can recover, but must join the group as a new member, i.e., with a new identity.
To keep the desired number of server replicas, new replicas can be created and added to the group dynamically. A state transfer mechanism must be provided to synchronize the state of the added replicas with the rest of the system. The removal and addition of members during the runtime corresponds to the dynamic group membership model for the JMS server replicas.

With the replicated context and the assumption that the majority of the server replicas do not crash, there is no need for stable storage on the server replicas, as the client contexts (including messages) are replicated on the server and are not lost. Without such an assumption, stable storage and the crash-recovery failure model must be used for the server replicas.

For the replicated context, the client context states on the different server replicas must be consistent to satisfy the JMS message delivery requirements. The message delivery properties must be satisfied even when a server replica failure occurs and the affected clients reconnect to another server replica. We show that reliable FIFO for the server communication channel is still enough to satisfy the JMS message delivery requirements.

**Lemma 2.** For server replication with replicated context, reliable FIFO message delivery is sufficient between the server replicas to provide the reliable FIFO message delivery order between the clients.

**Proof.** The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1. The difference with the replicated context is that the state of the context is present on each server replica. That state consists of the message queues which contain the messages from/to the client. To comply with the JMS specification, the order of the messages in the queues for different context replicas can be different, but must satisfy FIFO. As the client communication channel satisfies the reliable FIFO message order and the server replicas do not reorder messages and process them sequentially, the reliable FIFO message communication primitive is sufficient between the server replicas to keep the FIFO message order on the client context replicas.

**Client reconnection example.** For a better understanding of the client reconnection mechanism, let us additionally illustrate it by an example and show how the FIFO order is preserved on the JMS clients during the reconnection. Let’s take an example of a replicated JMS server with replicated context shown in Figure 5. The JMS server consists of three replicas S1, S2 and S3 connected with reliable FIFO communication channel. Client C2 is connected to the replica S2. Assume that C2’s context on each replica contains two messages produced by different producers (the producers are also the clients, but are not shown in Figure 5): on replica S1, the message order is \{m1, m2\}, on replica S2 it is \{m2, m1\} and on replica S3, the order is \{m1, m2\}. The order on S2 is different, because the messages are produced by different producers and FIFO channels guarantee the same message order only for messages produced by the same producer. Assume that the first message in the queue on S2 (message m2) is delivered to C2 and that after that S2 crashes. After the crash, C2 reconnects to S1. Here, depending on C2’s context state there are two possible scenarios: a) message m2 was acknowledged by C2 and garbage collected on the server replicas before the crash of S2, and b) message m2 was acknowledged by C2, but not garbage collected on server replicas.

![Figure 5. Client reconnection scenario.](image-url)

In case (a), message m2 will have been garbage collected before C2 reconnects to S1. For C2 there is therefore no risk that m2 will be redelivered. After the reconnection S1 will send m1 to C2 and the message delivery order on C2 will thus be \{m2, m1\}. If there were other message consumers for m1 and m2 on S1, they would deliver the messages in the order they were delivered on S1, i.e., \{m1, m2\}. Thus, after the reconnection, the order of message delivery can differ on the clients connected to the same server replica, but this does not violate the JMS specification as the FIFO order is preserved. Since the client context on each server replica receives the messages in FIFO order and processes them sequentially, the FIFO order for the messages will be preserved even in the case of a reconnection.

Case (b) is more complicated because of a possible message duplicate, since message m2 is delivered to C2, but not garbage collected by the server replicas before the client reconnection. Thus after the reconnection, S1 will send message m1 to C2, as it is the first in its queue. When m1 is acknowledged and garbage collected S1 will send m2 to C2, which would be a duplicate of the one received by C1 from S2 before the crash of S2. However, this still satisfies the JMS specification for duplicate of the last delivered message in the case of a JMS server crash (see Section 2.3). C2 must be ready to handle the duplicate of the last delivered message (in our case m2) after the reconnection. Except for this, the message delivery order issue is the same.
as in case (a), i.e., the reconnection to another server replica won’t violate FIFO order on the client.

4.3. Comparison of the JMS server replication types

Table 1 presents the comparison between the non-replicated context and replicated context solutions. The replicated context solution uses the simpler crash-stop failure model, has an option not to use the stable storage and most importantly does not isolate the clients in the case of a server replica crash, which greatly improves system liveness. But on the other hand, every server replica keeps the client context of the whole system, which can cause a resource problem in systems with a large number of clients.

For such a system, a server with a non-replicated context can use load balancing by distributing the clients between the server replicas. Moreover, the static group membership model used by the non-replicated context solution is simpler and easier to implement than the dynamic one used by the replicated context solution. However, the non-replicated context solution requires server replica recovery which in general is more difficult to implement, but is required in the JMS specification and is implemented in most of the non-replicated JMS servers. Also the reconnection protocol to the same recovered server replica is simpler than the one required by the replicated context solution.

While the replicated context solution seems to be a more attractive choice for the replicated JMS server, it is hard to draw a strict line between the two solutions. The choice depends on the needs and properties of the particular application that uses the replicated JMS server.

5. JMSGroups based on JMS server

Our JMSGroups specification [1] can be implemented using an existing JMS server: the JMS server must be changed internally to provide group communication as a service to its clients. Let us remind, that such a modified JMS server is called a JMSGroups server. A JMSGroups server contains special topics called group topics. The clients form a group by subscribing to the corresponding group topic. Compared to JMS, JMSGroups provides additional group communication services to the clients subscribed to the group topics (group members): group membership information, member suspicions, etc. It can also optionally provide JMS service to the clients which do not need GC.

As discussed before, for the JMSGroups implementation based on a JMS server, a replicated JMS server must be used, such as the ones presented in the previous section. As such, JMSGroups adds some additional requirements to the replicated JMS server architecture. We will present these requirements in the following paragraphs. First, we define the two replication levels that exist in JMSGroups.

Two level replication. The replicated JMSGroups server providing GC as a service used for replication by its clients forms a system with two replication levels: (1) a server replication level and (2) an application replication level (see Figure 6). The server replication level is responsible for the server replication and the application level for the application replication respectively. Each layer uses a separate group communication to provide the replication. The server level uses GC provided to the server replicas by a group communication toolkit. The application level on the other hand uses the GC provided by the JMSGroups server. The server level contains a single group (the one of the server replicas), whereas the application level supports many groups, as well as standalone clients (see Figure 6).

Both layers define separate sets of communication primitives to provide message delivery guarantees. Message delivery at the application level depends on the primitives at the server level, but not vice versa. To distinguish for which layer the primitive belongs we add the corresponding prefix to the name of the primitive, e.g., S-ABcast is a server level ABcast and A-ABcast is an application level ABcast.

Server replication types. In Section 4 we presented two different types of replicated JMS server architectures: replication with non-replicated context and replication with replicated context. They differ in the way the client context is kept on the server and in the behavior of the clients when the server replica fails. The same two solutions apply to the JMSGroups architecture, more precisely to the server replication level. If the non-replicated context is used at the server replication level, a failure of a server replica will not be transparent at the application replication level. Indeed,
Table 1. Replicated JMS server: comparison between replicated and non-replicated context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-replicated context</th>
<th>Replicated context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure model</td>
<td>Crash-recovery</td>
<td>Crash-stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group membership model</td>
<td>Static membership</td>
<td>Dynamic membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication primitive</td>
<td>Reliable FIFO</td>
<td>Reliable FIFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client behavior for failures</td>
<td>Wait until the replica recovers</td>
<td>Reconnect to an available replica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable storage needed</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO, if a majority of replicas does not crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of client contexts in the system</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the clients connected to the failed replica lose the connection and are isolated from the rest of the system until the server replica recovers. Depending on the application requirements, the time until the server replica recovers can be too long for the group members to wait for the reconnection. In such a case, the replicated context is an alternative. With replicated context, the clients do not wait for the failed replica recovery, but instead reconnect to another available one. The time taken by the clients to reconnect to another server replica is much shorter than the server replica recovery delay, and therefore the clients are not isolated from the rest of the system. Unfortunately, replicated context has a higher communication cost between the server replicas and uses more resources on the server.

The choice between the non-replicated context and replicated context must be done considering the nature and the requirements of the application using JMSGroups: a server with non-replicated context will perform better than the one with replicated context as long as no failures occur. If a failure occurs, a system using a non-replicated context will however isolate a number of clients until their server replica recovers.

**Message delivery order.** In JMSGroups, as in JMS, all communication between the group members goes through the JMSGroups server. This implies that the application level primitives A-ABcast and A-ADeliver are composite primitives, i.e., they are composed of the primitives from both levels (see Figure 7). Indeed, A-ABcast consists of reliable FIFO between the JMSGroups client and the server, plus S-ABcast between the server replicas. Similarly, A-ADeliver consists of a S-ADeliver between the JMSGroups server replicas, plus a reliable FIFO delivery between the server and the JMSGroups client.

In Section 4 we showed that reliable FIFO message delivery is enough for the server communication channel. A common GC requirement is the total message delivery order for the group members. To provide total order in JMSGroups application replication level, stronger message delivery properties (e.g., ABcast) must be used for the server replication level.

**Lemma 3.** For the JMSGroups server replication level, a total message order primitive (S-ABcast) is needed to provide the total order message delivery to the group members at the application replication level.

**Proof.** The S-ABcast primitive used by the JMSGroups server replicas guarantees the total order of message delivery between the server replicas. As there is a FIFO communication link between the server replica and each client, and the server replicas do not reorder or lose the messages, the delivery order of messages on the server replicas will be preserved on the clients as well. So to guarantee the total message delivery order for the group members, total order of message delivery is necessary between the server replicas.

6. Performance comparison

We have implemented a JMSGroups prototype based on the open source JMS server JORAM v3.6 [10]. For the
server replication we used *Fortika* group communication protocol stack [11], which was developed in our laboratory.

The hardware used to compare the performance was a Linux cluster consisting of nine PCs. For communication the cluster was using its private isolated LAN interconnected by a 100 Base-TX duplex Ethernet hub. Each machine was equipped with Intel Pentium III CPU running at 730 MHz and 128 MB of RAM. All machines were running RedHat Linux 7.2, kernel v2.4.18-19.7.x. The Java Virtual Machine we used was Sun’s SDK v1.4.1_01.

As a performance benchmark we used a replicated JMSGroups server consisting of three replicas on three different machines. Group members (subscribers) were equally distributed on the other six machines. In each case there was one dedicated publisher which was sending the messages to the group, but was not a part of the group. We measured the actual throughput of the published messages compared with the group size.

The performance comparison between the non-replicated context and replicated context solutions is given in Figure 8. Clearly the non-replicated context scales better when the group size increases, as it does not have to maintain the additional contexts for each client. Which is the case for the replicated one.

![Figure 8. Performance comparison.](image)

However, the actual throughput is rather poor for both replication solutions. One reason for that, we think, is the long and complicated message path through the internal JORAM server structure. The second reason, for the low throughput, is not full integration with Fortika toolkit (some task were processed twice: on JORAM and on Fortika). As a result, we are currently developing a lightweight JMSGroups server, which will provide only a partial JMS implementation, but will be better integrated with our group communication toolkit.

7. Related work

The open source JMS implementation called JORAM [10] provides high availability for the JMS server by replication as an option. JGroups [2], a Java group communication toolkit, is used for the communication between the server replicas. A replicated JORAM server uses primary backup replication, i.e., only one server replica is communicating with all the clients, and its state change is synchronously propagated to the backup replicas. In the case of a failure of the primary replica, a new primary is elected among the backup replicas and the clients reconnect to it. The client reconnection mechanism preserves JMS message delivery properties for the clients. This architecture is similar to the JMS server replication with replicated context described in Section 4.2. However, in our proposed architecture primary-backup replication is used only for the client context and not for the server replicas. The advantage is that the clients can connect to any of the server replicas, not only to the primary as in the case of JORAM.

Another replication mode provided by JORAM is called *collocated client mode*. In this mode JMS clients are collocated and replicated together with the server replicas. However, only stateless clients can be used in this mode and only one client replica (the one located on the primary server replica) is receiving and processing the messages. For the other client replicas the communication with the server is blocked. This can be compared with the non-replicated context described in Section 4.1. However, in our architecture the clients do not have to be collocated together with the server and can contain a state. Although JORAM’s collocated client mode deals with client replicas, it is too constrained and cannot be compared with the GC service provided by JMSGroups.

SonicMQ is a commercial JMS implementation from Sonic Software Corporation and also provides a replicated JMS service [13]. JMS topics in SonicMQ are replicated together with the server, which allows to apply a load balancing mechanism for the connecting clients. The replicated server uses non-replicated client contexts. Additionally, for durable subscriptions, the client contexts are replicated on the server and a similar client reconnection technique to the one of the replicated context described in Section 4.2 can be used. However, unlike in the distributed context, the state of these client contexts on the server replicas are not kept consistent with the replica communicating with the client. The risk therefore exists to lose messages after the reconnection to a different server replica. If the option not to lose the messages is chosen, the client is required to reconnect to the same replica and a part of the system is blocked until the failed server replica recovers.
8. Conclusions

JMSGroups provides a JMS compliant group communication, its specification and API were defined in [1]. As a follow-up, this paper focused on the architectural issues related to the JMSGroups implementation.

We have chosen to implement JMSGroups by internally modifying the existing JMS server and adding a group communication service to it. It is clear that such a service itself must be tolerant to failures. Therefore, JMSGroups must be based on the replicated JMS server. We proposed two different approaches for replicating the JMS server: non-replicated context and replicated context. In the first approach, each server replica contains only the contexts of the clients connected to it. In such a system load balancing between the server replicas can be used. But in the case of a crash, clients connected to the crashed server replica are isolated from the system until the replica recovers. Furthermore, since recovery is needed, the server replicas need access to stable storage in order to periodically save their state. In the second approach each server replica stores the contexts of all clients connected to the system. This allows the clients to reconnect to the other server replica, when the one they are connected to crashes. Moreover, server replicas do not need stable storage anymore (as long as the majority of replicas do not crash), since each replica has a copy of all client contexts. The drawbacks of this approach are: a bigger resource requirements by the server replicas and a higher network communication cost, since the server replicas need to exchange more information to keep the client contexts’ states consistent.

The second part of this paper addressed the issue of providing a group communication service on top of the replicated JMS server. To provide a group communication service, we proposed the JMSGroups server architecture defining two levels of replication: the server level and the application level. For the server replication level the same replication approaches as for the JMS server are used, but with the stronger communication primitives. At the same time, the service provided to the application level enables the clients to delegate the complicated and expensive communication primitives (e.g., total message order) to the server, and still profit from the group communication to create fault tolerant applications.
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